PANDIT is a database of homologous sequence 10 alignments accompanied by estimates of their corresponding phylogenetic trees. It provides a valuable resource to those studying phylogenetic methodology and the evolution of coding-DNA and protein sequences. Currently in version 17.0, PANDIT com-15 prises 7738 families of homologous protein domains; for each family, DNA and corresponding amino acid sequence multiple alignments are available together with high quality phylogenetic tree estimates. Recent improvements include expanded methods for phylo-20 genetic tree inference, assessment of alignment quality and a redesigned web interface, available at the URL http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/pandit.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular evolutionary and phylogenetic studies examine 25 patterns of sequence change, observed over large timescales, to investigate the selective and mutational forces acting upon biological sequences (1) (2) (3) (4) . These forces are informative about how natural selection has acted to shape and adapt molecules to perform specific functions (2, 4) , and how genetic 30 variation, the raw material that selection acts upon, is generated from mutational processes acting upon the DNA (5, 6) . There is still much to learn about these forces and progress is dependent on the data and methodology available for investigating them. The evolutionary relatedness of data is 35 often overlooked when it is processed for storage in traditional sequence databases, making large-scale evolutionary analyses difficult. The PANDIT database (7) , which is based upon Pfam (8) , is designed to assist researchers investigating molecular evolutionary phenomena and developing phylogenetic and 40 comparative genomic methodology. It provides a large database of aligned protein coding sequences, both at the DNA and amino acid level, and good estimates of the evolutionary trees describing the relationship between these sequences. The structure and contents of PANDIT are intended to complement 45 other existing evolution-based databases [e.g. HOBACGEN (9), HOMSTRAD (10), HOVERGEN (11) and TREEBASE (12) ]. Its breadth of evolutionary time and the sheer volume of its contents offer researchers a potentially powerful resource.
50
Molecular evolutionary studies are crucially dependent on the quality of sequence data. During the construction of PAN-DIT we have taken steps to ensure a high level of sequence and alignment quality. First, all alignments in PANDIT are based on the Pfam-A seed alignments, which are manually curated 55 and therefore comparable with the carefully crafted alignments used to study molecular evolution. Basing PANDIT on Pfam-A seed alignments also has other appealing properties, including the constraint that the structural domains contained within it do not overlap, eliminating redundancy in the 60 database. The broad range of evolutionary distances in each alignment, induced by the procedure used to select sequences for the Pfam-A seed alignment, ensures that the evolutionary trees estimated from them are rarely dominated by closely related or identical sequences, and that many different species are represented. The extensive coverage of known protein domains by the Pfam database means that general conclusions can be drawn about molecular evolution and the inferential methodology associated with it.
Second The quality of the phylogenetic tree estimate is also an important consideration for molecular evolutionary studies and can have a direct impact on the biological conclusions drawn from data. The first version of PANDIT (6.2) used only 5 the neighbor-joining clustering algorithm (14) for tree reconstruction. Recent PANDIT releases have improved on this by using several popular methods to estimate evolutionary trees and choosing the best estimate to include in the database, based on its statistical fit to the data. The PANDIT website 10 has also been updated, offering users an improved facility for browsing individual families' sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree estimates, and still offers the option for downloading the whole database in a single, convenient flatfile.
CONSTRUCTION OF PANDIT Obtaining sequence data
Each PANDIT database release is numbered to correspond with the Pfam release (7, 8 ) from which it is derived, and is divided into families using the family designations in Pfam. 20 Each family contains three alignments: (i) PANDIT-aacontaining exactly the corresponding Pfam-A seed protein sequence alignment; (ii) PANDIT-dna-containing all the DNA sequences corresponding to the protein sequences in PANDIT-aa that could be recovered using an automated 25 search procedure (see below); (iii) PANDIT-aa-restrictedcontaining only those protein sequences for which a DNA sequence could be recovered, allowing, for example, direct comparisons of phylogenetic tree estimation methods under models of nucleotide and amino acid evolution. The 30 PANDIT-dna sequence alignment is formed using the corresponding PANDIT-aa alignment as a template; in other words, PANDIT-dna relies on back-translation of the manually curated Pfam protein sequence alignments and makes no attempt to realign using DNA sequence alignment software. 35 Not all sequences in PANDIT-aa have an automatically detectable entry in a nucleotide database that translates to the amino acid sequence; therefore, PANDIT-dna contains fewer sequences than PANDIT-aa. To retrieve DNA for the protein sequences in PANDIT-aa, 40 cross-references to the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (15) are obtained from the SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL databases that are now incorporated in UniProt (16) . Coding sequences are retrieved using the SRS server at the EMBL-EBI (17) and EMBOSS software (18 able. This information is recorded in the format of an additional sequence line defining a 'mask', in which each site is recorded with characters 'x' and '.' denoting reliable and unreliable sites, respectively. This information is projected onto the PANDIT-dna and PANDIT-aa-restricted 95 alignments in the obvious manner. Because the PANDIT database is intended for the study of molecular evolution, only families with two or more recovered DNA sequences (and thus some evolutionary information) are retained. PANDIT 
Tree estimation
The tree estimates provided in PANDIT are a crucial part of the database. Since PANDIT's inception, we have progressively improved the tree estimation procedure. Version 17.0 110 uses five different methods for tree estimation to produce a list of candidate trees for each of the three datasets in each family. Three methods [Neighbor-Joining (14), BioNJ (22) and Weighbor (23) ] use clustering algorithms to produce a phylogenetic tree estimate from a pairwise distance matrix 115 produced using maximum likelihood-estimated distances computed with in-house software. FastME (24) uses a minimum evolution criterion with local tree-rearrangements to estimate a tree, and Phyml (25) uses maximum likelihood with local tree searching. All procedures requiring probabilistic models of sequence evolution (pairwise distance 5 calculation, likelihood-based tree searching and comparison) use WAG (26) [with amino acid frequencies estimated directly from the data (27)] for amino acid sequences or HKY (28) for corresponding nucleotide data. A list of candidate trees is produced by pooling the results from all 10 five methods, and their likelihoods are then computed and compared using the codeml (amino acids) and baseml (nucleotides) applications of the PAML package (29). For each alignment, the single tree with the highest likelihood is included in the database. We are currently working to 15 expand the repertoire of tree estimation software to further improve this aspect of the database.
Some sequence alignments in PANDIT are quite short, and in combination with large numbers of members in a family this may make some tree estimates unreliable. Nevertheless, these 20 families may still be of value in studies of evolutionary processes, and we therefore retain these in PANDIT. Researchers may wish to remove short alignments from their studies.
The PANDIT website
The PANDIT database is available for browsing and 25 download via its home page at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ goldman-srv/pandit/. Recent improvements permit improved searching and browsing of index pages according to family accession number or name; once a family of interest has been located, a dedicated page details the size of its three (PANDIT- 30 aa, -dna and -aa-restricted) alignments and contains links to those alignments, their associated phylogenetic trees and the associated Pfam (8) and InterPro (30) entries. Phylogenetic trees can be displayed either in the Newick (New Hampshire) format (see http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/ Figure 1 . Example of the contents of the PANDIT website, including (anticlockwise from top right) the homepage, the page describing the data available for PF01171 (PP-loop family), the nucleotide sequence alignment for PF01171 and its associated phylogenetic tree. newicktree.html) or graphically via a modified version of the ATV tool (31) . Figure 1 shows a screen-shot illustrating the content of pages from the PANDIT website.
All of the information contained in PANDIT is available for 5 download as a single flatfile (PANDIT 17.0: 205 Mb, or 57 Mb in .gz compressed format) to allow researchers to produce datasets relevant for their needs quickly and efficiently. Links to PANDIT are now included in the Pfam (8) and InterPro (30) databases. These reciprocal links will be of value to 10 researchers studying the evolution and function of proteins and their constituent domains.
CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF PANDIT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
PANDIT is predominantly intended as a tool for researchers 15 investigating the evolutionary process. It provides a valuable resource for those developing and testing novel methodology for examining sequence evolution, allowing generalized conclusions to be drawn about the evolution of proteins and the DNA sequence encoding them. PANDIT has recently been 20 used to demonstrate that proteins with multiple interactions, located in intracellular components, and/or involved in complex processes and functions are generally more conserved than average and less likely to undergo adaptive evolution (32) . The observation that large-scale nucleotide 25 substitutions spanning multiple adjacent bases contribute significantly to the evolution of proteins (6) has also been demonstrated using PANDIT. We hope that high quality studies using PANDIT will continue and the ongoing improvements in the database will open the door to new research 30 opportunities. PANDIT is a developing resource, with the contents of the database and the methodology used to produce it adapting as new data become available and new applications are found for it. As an evolution-centric database, PANDIT will include 35 only limited annotation. By building upon the information held in Pfam, PANDIT users have an established and high quality set of annotation available for all families if required, while cross-links with other established databases such as Pfam (8) and InterPro (30) offer further detail. In future ver-40 sions, we will further expand PANDIT to include information useful to those performing evolutionary analyses, both in response to comments made from users and according to what we believe will prove useful for prospective analyses. Future additions are likely to include gene ontology (33) terms 45 for each family, species identifiers for sequences, expanded numbers of tree estimation methods, support values for branches in the estimated trees and further quality control and improvement with respect to the Pfam-A seed alignments. Through the improvements detailed here and other future 50 progress, we hope that PANDIT will become a widely used tool for developing new approaches to studying sequence evolution and casting light on how proteins evolve.
AVAILABILITY
The PANDIT database is freely available on the web via the 55 URL http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/pandit. The entire database is also available for download as a flatfile from this website.
